Dundurn School Dispatch
Special March into Literacy Edition

We Love to Read!
Reading = Vocabulary + Comprehension + Phonics + Fluency
“Reading should not be presented to a child as
a chore, a duty. It should be offered as a gift.”
Kate DiCamillo

Reading skills are not ALL that we should use to
choose books for kids, background knowledge and
interest should be considered.
Research following more than 17,000 people from birth to
age fifty discovered that their reading level in elementary
school was the most important indicator of their future
socioeconomic status. (Schroeder & Risen, 2014)
Another study found that reading for pleasure in middle
teens was the most important indicator of the future
success of the child. (Lewin, 2015)

You may have tangible wealth untold;
Baskets of jewels and coffers of gold.
Richer than I, you can never be —
I had a mother/father who read to me.
—Strickland Gillilan
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Joan and Adeline planning and
preparing for the book fair the
week of March19th.

Keep up the
excellent work
Dundurn Students!
93% Dundurn School 2017
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AT SCHOOL
Mission:
Make Reading Fun!
Every. Single. Day.
Make certain that kids
read, write, talk every
single day.

Did you know?
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Reading = Vocabulary + Comprehension + Phonics + Fluency
“Reading-and specifically, enjoying reading-has profound implications for every
part of our children’s success both now and in the future.” Borba
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We have a Teacher Reading
Team of six teachers who meet
weekly to discuss research,
student needs and curricular
outcomes to enhance all
Dundurn students’ reading
skills.

Did you know?
Our students have ELA for 112
minute a day following the SK
curriculum. This doesn’t
include all the reading that
happens in other subject areas.
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1
In ‘Tents’ (intense)
Reading with a book
buddy in the gym!
5

6
Puppets Arrive

Read to the Principal
Sign the banner!

12
NO SCHOOL

7

8

School Reading
Challenge - Read 1000
books! Read to raise
the thermometer!

13

Book Give Away!

14

Read my shirt!

15

21

22

Book Fair

Book Fair

Book Fair

Book Fair

Read like a Cowboy!

Parent Conferences

Parent Conferences

Free Hot Dog Lunch

26

27
Shakespeare on the
SK comes to us.

28
Tournament of Poems
Dress like your favorite
Book character!

16
Persephone Field Trip

Book Give Away!

Give one, Take One!
Bring used books to
school.
19
20

9

23
NO SCHOOL

29

30
NO SCHOOL

AT HOME
Mission:
Make Reading Fun!
Every. Single. Day.
Make certain that kids read,
write, talk, every single day.
(Tom Brady commercial)
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=4hScgyXu_9c
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Reading = Vocabulary + Comprehension + Phonics + Fluency

Here are a few ways to in still a love of reading
in our kids:
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

4
Make books
available!

Wednesday

5

6

Thursday
1
8

2
9

Listen to an

Read a book

Read over Face

Read in a funny

in a cookbook

audio book.

by Dr. Suess.

time to family

accent.

3
10

far away!

12

13

14

Read about

Make your own

Write your own

Read a

Read a book as

Canada.

photo book.

book and read

magazine.

a family.

15

16

17

it .

18

19

20

21

22

Read a

Read under the

Read to your

Read a book

Go to a book

cartoon.

covers with a

pet (real or

then act it out.

store and

flashlight.

stuffie!)

25
Don’t stop
reading out
loud!

Saturday

Read a recipe

11

Match the
book to your
child’s
reading level.

Did you know?
Research shows: kids
who read books from
a series will often
continue to read.

Friday

7

and make it!

Tailor material
to your child’s
passions.

If not you, then who? If not
now, then when?

26

27

Read a book

Read a book

that makes you

with a special

laugh.

friend.

23

24

30

31

explore.

28
Read outside.

29
Read in a

Stay up 10

Read a

blanket fort.

extra minutes if

magazine!

you are
reading!

